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RESUMO

Introdução: Os pólipos esfenocoanais são tumores raros originados do seio sphenoid. Seu principal sintoma é a obstrução nasal progressiva. Seu principal diagnóstico diferencial é o pólio antrocoanal, sendo a tomografia computadorizada e a ressonância magnética a melhor maneira de diferenciá-los. O tratamento dos pólipos esfenocoanais é cirúrgico.

Objetivo: Relatar um caso de pólio esfenocoanal tratado com remoção endoscópica completa do tumor discutindo seus aspectos diagnósticos e terapêuticos.

Relato de Caso: Paciente de 13 anos, do sexo masculino, que apresentava obstrução nasal unilateral há cerca de um ano e meio e que foi submetido à excisão endoscópica do tumor apresentando-se no sexto mês pós-operatório assintomático e sem sinais de recidiva.

Conclusão: A cirurgia endoscópica é uma opção terapêutica efetiva e menos agressiva do que as abordagens externas no tratamento dos pólipos esfenocoanais.

Unitermos: pólipo coanal, pólipo esfenocoanal, cirurgia endoscópica.

SUMMARY

Introduction: Sphenochoanal polyps are rare tumours originating from sphenoid sinus. Its main symptom is progressive nasal obstruction. Sphenochoanal polyp must be differ from antrochoanal polyp. The best way to distinguish them is with the use of computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging of the paranasal sinuses. The treatment of sphenochoanal polyps is surgery.
Objective: To relate of sphenchoanal polyp that was completed excised by endoscopic surgery discussing its diagnose and treatment.

Case Report: A male, 13 years old patient with unilateral nasal obstruction one year and half ago that was undergone to endoscopic excise of tumor. He is asymptomatic in 6-month follow up and without signals of recurrence.

Conclusion: Endoscopic surgery is effective procedure and less aggressive in the treatment of sphenchoanal polyps.

Key words: choanal polyp, sphenchoanal polyp, endoscopic surgery.

INTRODUCTION

Choanal polyps are types of solitary, benign tumors, which come from one paranasal sinus and pass over drainage ostium of this sinus projecting itself to the choana up to nasal-pharynx. They present an intrasinusal portion, an ostial one, and another extrasinusal (1). They can come from maxillary sinus, sphenoid and ethmoid (1,2), being questioned in relation to its formation from frontal sinus (3,4). According to Dadas, 4 to 6% of all nasal polyps are antrochoanal type (1), sphenchoanal and ethmoidchoanal polyps are even more uncommon (3).

The cause of choanal polyps formation is not known. It is believed that they come from a cyst placed on paranasal sinus that grows gradually projecting itself through drainage ostium of its own paranasal sinus (5). Berg presented similarities between macro and microarchitecture of the intrasinusal component of choanal polyp and of the paranasal sinus cysts (5).

The target of this study is to present the case of a patient with progressive nasal obstruction complaints at right side. Its diagnostic investigation showed a large sphenchoanal polyp, which was completely removed through nasal endoscopy approach.

CLINICAL CASE PRESENTATION

The patient was a black male student at his 13 years. He complained about progressive nasal obstruction at right side associated to a sensation of a ball in the throat for about a year and a half. He also complained about snoring and sleep apnea. He denied having otalgia (ear pain), dysphagia, anterior rhinorrhea, headache, allergy and/or epistaxis symptoms, but mentioned posterior rhinorrhea.

At anterior rhinoscopy and inspection (1), it was observed polyplike lesion, projecting itself through right nasal cavity. At oral-pharyngoscopy (2) it was visualized large tumor coming from rhinopharynx filling almost all oral part of pharynx (oral-pharynx). It resembles the lesion described at anterior rhinopharynx.
It was impossible to have nasofibroscopy done from right nasal cavity due to the polyplike lesion in the place, impossible to visualize lesion at the left side due to septal deviation presence.

Computed tomography scan showed on coronary cuts there was uniform hiding on right sphenoid sinus and in almost all right nasal cavity, filling medial and lateral areas at right medium nasal concha and medial nasal at superior nasal concha and right inferior. Axial cuts showed uniform hiding on right sphenoid sinus, and hiding totally occupying rhinopharynx and oral-pharynx. It was impossible to observe natural drainage ostium enlargement of the right sphenoid sinus. As there were not any implications of other paranasal sinus, the likely diagnostic hypothesis was sphenochanal polyp at right.

It was suggested a surgical treatment through removal of ensonasal endoscopic. Sphenoethmoidal recess area was said to be identified at polyp implantation on anterior wall of right sphenoid sinus, besides enlargement of drainage ostium. It was done dissecation and removal of polyp implantation, through oral cavity because of its size. It was not placed any nasal packing after surgery and it did not occur anything negative during or after it. Patient was released from hospital 24 hours after surgery.

Histological exam of surgycal surgical specimen had inflammatory polyp as a result.

During follow-up of one, two, three and six months, it was not found any sign of recurrence, and patient did not have any nasal complaints.

______________________________________________

**DISCUSSION**

Sphenochoanal polyp is a rare disorder (1,3,6). It consist of solitary mass that arises from sphenoid sinus into the choana through its drainage ostium, going through sphenoethmoidal recess occasionally reaching nasal-pharynx pushing inferior soft palate (1,7). They are different from nasosinal polyposis as this one tends to be bilateral and composed by multiple polyps (8). This case patient presented large sphenochanal polyp which occupied almost all oral-pharynx reaching the tongue basis (2).

Although some studies expressively mention the association between allergic diseases and choanal polyp formation, the reported patient did not have nasal allergic antecedent, so we may think this association is questionable (9).
Histologically, choanal polyps are similar. They are formed by a cystic center surrounded by oedema stroma which presents a kind of infiltration of inflammatory cells. Its surface is covered by respiratory epithelium (7) where areas of metaplasia can be found (6). Min and col showed that eosinophilic infiltration (number of globet cells and submucosa glands) is more evident on choanal polyps rather than on nasal polyposis (10). Our patient presented inflammatory polyp as a result of histological exam.

Sphenchoanal polyp should be distinguished from meningoencephalocele (this presents imperfections on skull base that allows communication between cerebral and nasal cavities), nasopharyngeal angiofibromas (that present with recurrent epistaxis and enlargement of pterygomaxillary fossa in young patients), inverted papillomas (that in general present unilateral tumor with enlargement of ostiomeatal complex in older patients) among other nasal masses (3,7).

Its main differential diagnosis is with antrochoanal polyp, as they are clinical and histologically indistinctive (3). According to progressive growth, both types of choanal polyp are presented with unilateral nasal obstruction, facial pain and rhinorrhea, due to nasal cavity occupation and implication of ostiomeatal complex. These can be secondary otological symptoms to the lesions of ear tube, moreover snoring and sleep apnea obstruction due to rhinopharynx fulfillment. Both types of choanal polyps present the same incidence in both men and women under their 40s (3). The reported patient is a 13-year-old boy, and complained about progressive nasal obstruction at right for about eighteen months, so his history is compatible to choanal polyp. Although the large amount the tumor took on right nasal cavity as on rhino and oral-pharynx, the patient did not complain about dysphagia and/or symptoms related to ostiomeatal complex and/or ear tube implications. He complained about snoring, sleep apnea obstruction.

The distinction between antrochoanal and sphenchoanal polyps is very important both to avoid manipulation of paranasal sinus not involved on the disease and to reduce incidence of the appearing due to only simple traction of polyp without removing its implant (3,6). According to SoH & Tan (3) the best way to see the difference between the two polyps is through computed tomography scan and magnetic resonance imaging.

It is easy to determine, by imaging exam, if the origin place of polyp is on sphenoid or on maxillary sinus on isolated involvement cases of only one paranasal. Our patient presented implication only on the right sphenoid sinus, what allowed to establish the diagnosis of sphenchoanal polyp without any difficulty.

Therefore, the distinction of the two tumors is more difficult in case of there is opacification on both maxillary and sphenoid sinus at imaging exam (3). In order to see the difference on the origin place of polyp, we can use the following anatomic references: 1) Drainage ostium of maxillar and sphenoid sinus; 2) Sphenoethmoidal recess and medium meatus, and 3) Medium nasal concha (2,3).
The drainage ostium enlargement of one of the paranasal sinus involved favors it as origin of polyp due to its expansive and erosive effect over its ostium (2,3). Analyzing sphenethmoidal recess and medium meatus areas, we can suppose which is the origin place of tumor in case of one of these areas is occupied (2,3). Then, if hiding is placed at medium nasal concha in a lateral way, probably the polyp is antrochoanal. If hiding is placed in the middle, probably polyp is sphenethmoidal (2,3).

We believe these analyzed signs all together are very important for diagnosis definiton, though, according to LOPATIN (11), nasofibroscopy, computed tomography scan and magnetic resonance imaging findings might not define the place of polyp implanation. On those cases, functional endoscopy surgery of paranasal sinus will be either diagnostic or therapeutic (11). Tomography cuts from the reported case did not permit to see the enlargement of drainage ostium of the sphenoid sinus. They pointed hiding on both lateral and medial area of right medium nasal concha (3). Yet, as mentioned before, there were no diagnosis difficulties, as right sphenoid was the only paranasal sinus involved (3,4,6). Spherical image on right maxillary sinus was not continuous on several tomography cuts, with nasal cavity hiding, what was a kind of cyst of maxillary sinus (5). This non-continuous process was also present during surgery.

In relation to treatment of choanal and surgical polyps, TOsUN and col (7) report that almost 50% of sphenethmoidal polyp in the literature occurred with children, so that the more aggressive surgical approaches (Caldwel-Luc, for instance) should be avoided, as the can cause facial asymmetry as long as they are growing patients. Endoscopy approach of choanal polyps has been more used (11) as it is effective and less aggressive than the external approaches.

Lopatin, besides confirming the effectiveness of endoscopy procedure, contests the basic concept of functional endoscopy surgery of paranasal sinus, saying that this concept is not applicable on choanal polyps. On functional endoscopy surgery of paranasal sinus the sick mucosa is not manipulated, as long as the improvement of drainage and aeration of paranasal sinus tend to restore normal mucosa of covering of this sinus. So, he suggests the removal of this sick mucosa since its presence might be recurrence. In the current case, polyp implant and adjacent sick mucosa to this implant were removed during surgical intervention with the purpose of reducing recurrence chances.

CONCLUSION

Choanal polyps are part of the diagnoses to be considered on progressive unilateral nasal obstruction approaches in children and young adults. Although antrochoanal is the most common type, the appearing on other paranasal sinus is possible and should be taken into consideration. In the sphenoid sinus case, it is important to do a differential diagnosis with other masses of this area.

The treatment of choanal polyps is surgical type. Endoscopy approach on this treatment has been used more and more, and it is diagnostic on those cases in which the imaging exams were not conclusive when differencing antrochoanal and sphenethmoidal polyps.


**Picture 1.** Anterior rhinoscopy and inspection.
Picture 2. Orscopy.


Picture 7. Surgical specimen